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"A richly imagined and terrifically realized novel...it rings as true as the winter light across the southern desert."

James Crumley

Circling buzzards lead U.S. Border Patrol agent Dolph Martinez to the corpse of a man executed in the desert…a

murder that shatters the fragile calm in a dusty, Texas town. His investigation pits him against the Mexican Army,

the DEA, big-money Houston real estate interests, a Catholic nun who practices voodoo, a charismatic revolutionary

wanted on both sides of the border, and perhaps deadliest of all, the demons from his own, tortured past. 

"Grit and grace in the face of troubling ambiguities in a moral borderland." Publishers Weekly

"Sanderson makes the gritty, thankless landscape of the border come alive, from the relentless heat to the failed

hopes." The Washington Post

"Lean and lyrical." The New York Times

"Sanderson is especially good at contrasting the clarity and austere natural beauty of the Chihuahuan desert with the

murky, Orson Welles aura that envelopes human society there." Dallas Morning News
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Frank Waters was one of the best writers ever to catch the complex essence of the American Southwest. His books-

-The Man Who Killed the Deer, People of the Valley, The Woman at Otowi Crossing--are still widely read, and the

University of New Mexico sponsors an annual writing contest in his name. Jim Sanderson, who teaches English at

Lamar University in Beaumont, Texas, won the 1997 Waters Award for this tough, compassionate first novel about

a U.S. Border Patrol agent named Dolph Martinez. A compact man with a Mexican father and an American mother,

Martinez struggles daily with the conflicting instincts of himself and his two countries.

El Camino Del Rio is based in the depressing Texas backwater town of Presidio. Living in a seedy, failed resort hotel,

Martinez keeps his ambition and intelligence in check and patrols the country around El Camino del Rio--Highway

170, which runs close to the Rio Grande. Near the body of a murdered drug runner, Martinez finds a small vial of

blue liquid, the same magic charm pressed into his own hand by a feisty nun named Sister Quinn when he was badly

wounded four years before. Sister Quinn seems to be involved with smuggling illegal aliens, especially political ones,

into the U.S., but Martinez has never been able to catch her. Now she also appears to be part of a scheme by the

Mexican government to capture a renegade named Vincent Fuentes. Also caught up in the action is a tall, striking

blonde woman with an equally mysterious agenda, and a gallery of rogues from both sides of the border. Frank

Waters would have approved of Sanderson's ability to capture the atmosphere while sustaining a strong narrative. --
Dick Adler
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